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Preface
With the publication of this special issue the community of Theoretical Computer Science
aims at commemorating the sudden and unexpected death of Prof. Alberto Del Lungo, on
1st June, 2003.
This volume contains a biographical contribution, written by the Guest Editors, and a col-
lection of 15 invited papers, referred at the usual high level journal standard. The scientiﬁc
contributions range, mainly, but not exclusively in the areas of Alberto’s research interests:
enumeration of combinatorial objects, random and exhaustive generation of combinato-
rial objects, algebraic and bijective combinatorics, discrete tomography, discrete geometry
and topology, computational complexity, tilings and patterns, combinatorial mathematical
biology.
As Guest Editors we would like to thank the authors who contributed to the issue, and
the referees for their careful and invaluable work. Special thanks are due Andrea Frosini, in
preparing the ﬁnal version of this issue, and to the Editor in Chief of Theoretical Computer
Science—A, Prof. Giorgio Ausiello for the help and advice he gave us through all the steps
necessary to the preparation of this volume.
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